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The City and the World 1997 although this volume looks at new york city the united states largest and most
prominent international center the issues and processes discussed represent fundamental challenges faced by
cities and communities across the country particularly at a time when many of the traditional functions of the
central government are being privatized or decentralized
Introduction to New York City 1976 the story of the nation s largest mass graveyard and the nearly one million
people buried there based on new documents and advances in dna technology once a civil war prison and training
site and later a psychiatric hospital among other incarnations hart island just off the coast of the bronx in the long
island sound eventually became the repository for new york city s unclaimed dead the island s mass graves are a
microcosm of new york history from the 1822 burial crisis to casualties of the triangle shirtwaist fire and victims of
multiple epidemics among the indigent and forgotten important artists who died in poverty have also been
discovered to be interred there including disney star bobby driscoll and playwright leo birinski in this wide ranging
exploration touching on many aspects of the city s past michael t keene reveals the history of new york s potter s
field and the stories of some of its lost souls includes photographs
Impact of New York City's Economic Crisis on the National Economy 1939 if you lived anywhere else in the
country you would probably send your child to your neighborhood high school in new york city it s much more
complicated than that but what parent has time to research hundreds of school options to help you choose a high
school that is just right for your child clara hemphill and her colleagues at insideschools visited nearly all of the city
s 400 high schools this essential revision of the critically acclaimed parents guide features new school profiles
invaluable advice to help parents and students through the stressful admissions process and new sections on
alternative schools vocational schools and schools for students learning english featuring interviews with teachers
parents and students this guide uncovers the inside scoop about school atmosphere homework student stress
competition among students the quality of teachers gender issues the condition of the building class size and much
more for this third edition i looked for schools that spark students curiosity broaden their horizons and help them
develop into thoughtful caring adults clara hemphill praise for clara hemphill s parents guides new york daily news
brisk thoughtful profiles of topnotch intriguing schools big apple parent hemphill has done for schools what zagat s
did for restaurants new york magazine thoughtful well researched required reading the new york times a bible for
urban parents
Esquire 2019-10-14 the twentieth century witnessed an unprecedented increase in the number of capital cities
worldwide in 1900 there were only about forty but by 2000 there were more than two hundred and this surely is
reason enough for a book devoted to the planning and development of capital cities in the twentieth century
however the focus here is not only on recently created capitals indeed the case studies which make up the core of
the book show that while very different the development of london or rome presents as great a challenge to
planners and politicians as the design and building of brasília or chandigarh put simply this book sets out to explore
what makes capital cities different from other cities why their planning is unique and why there is such variety from
one city to another sir peter hall s seven types of capital city and lawrence vale s the urban design of twentieth
century capital cities provide the setting for the fifteen case studies which follow paris moscow and st petersburg
helsinki london tokyo washington canberra ottawa hull brasília new delhi berlin rome chandigarh brussels new york
to bring the book to a close peter hall looks to the future of capital cities in the twenty first century for anyone with
an interest in urban planning and design architectural planning and urban history urban geography or simply capital
cities and why they are what they are planning twentieth century capital cities will be the key source book for a
long time to come
New York City's Hart Island 2007-09 in two volumes selected papers presented at the sixth aesop conference on
sustainable food planning are brought together representing the academic work of worldwide experts in the fields
of food planning and urban agriculture this volume therefore provides an overview of the latest state of the art
research in the field drawing from areas such as spatial planning urban design governance social innovation
entrepreneurship and local initiatives among others to represent the current knowledge base for creating
sustainable urban food projects
New York City's Best Public High Schools 2006-09-27 despite traditionally being a strong research topic in urban
studies inter city relations had become grossly neglected until recently when it was placed back on the research
agenda with the advent of studies of world global cities more recently the external relations of cities have taken
their place alongside internal relations within cities to constitute the full nature of cities this collection of essays on
how and why cities are connecting to each other in a globalizing world provides evidence for a new city centered
geography that is emerging in the twenty first century cities in globalization covers four key themes beginning with
the different ways of measuring a world city network ranging from analyses of corporate structures to airline
passenger flows second is the recent european advances in studying urban systems which are compared to the
anglo american city networks approach these chapters add conceptual vigour to traditional themes and provide
findings on european cities in globalization thirdly the political implications of these new geographies of flows are
considered in a variety of contexts the localism of city planning specialist political world cities and the war on terror
finally there are a series of chapters that critically review the state of our knowledge on contemporary relations
between cities in globalization cities in globalization provides an up to date assembly of leading american and
european researchers reporting their ideas on the critical issue of how cities are faring in contemporary
globalization and is highly illustrated throughout with over forty figures and tables
Planning Twentieth Century Capital Cities 1978 the 1964 1965 new york world s fair was the largest
international exhibition ever built in the united states more than one hundred fifty pavilions and exhibits spread
over six hundred forty six acres helped the fair live up to its reputation as the billion dollar fair with the cold war in
full swing the fair offered visitors a refreshingly positive view of the future mirroring the official theme peace
through understanding guests could travel back in time through a display of full sized dinosaurs or look into a future
where underwater hotels and flying cars were commonplace they could enjoy walt disney s popular shows or study
actual spacecraft flown in orbit more than fifty one million guests visited the fair before it closed forever in 1965 the
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1964 1965 new york world s fair captures the history of this event through vintage photographs published here for
the first time
New York City's Fiscal and Financial Situation 1978 the early decades of the twentieth century were among
the most vibrant for both new york city and the world of postcards the 1898 consolidation of the city s five boroughs
sparked a building boom that inspired a heightened awareness of the city s changing landscape in response to this
new appreciation the postcard industry began a colorful pictorial record that was especially rich for new york
New York City's Fiscal and Financial Situtation 1975 much has been written about firefighters some of it by people
who actually fight fires few of the books i have any knowledge of show the mindset of the firefighters with as much
insight and candor as this book from the foreword by hugh downs every so often a writer of substantive talent
appears through the smokey background to perk up our interest in firefighters and firefighting george pickett is just
such a man in the brave you will come to know him and a valiant group of men as they speed from alarm to alarm
in downtown new york where the buildings are tall and for the most part old where bums and drug addicts populate
the streets and where the fire companies hardly ever rest you will begin to feel that you too are a member of
engine 33 ladder 9 and after george s promotion to lieutenant of some of brooklyn s busiest fire companies it is an
empowering feeling until you suddenly realize that these are among the very first fire companies who will arrive
one fateful day in their future at the world trade center providing our city with more courage determination and
selflessness that we ever knew we had you will then thank george pickett for letting you into their lives dennis
smith new york times bestselling author
Saturday Review 2016-11-14 beginning in the late 19th century chinese immigrants arrived in new york city with
hopes of more opportunity for better lives once confined to a few streets in downtown manhattan the chinese
people gradually moved throughout the city their rich cultural traditions contribute to new york s vibrant
multicultural community new york city s chinese community captures the people culture history businesses events
and neighborhoods that have defined this community from the early days to more recent times historic
photographs highlight details from the life and experiences of the chinese population in new york including their
deep rooted heritage and their new american ways of life
Agriculture in an Urbanizing Society Volume One 2006-11-20 globalization prospects and problems by joann chirico
provides a comprehensive and enlightening overview of globalization issues and topics emphasizing the theory and
methods that social scientists employ to study globalization the text reveals how macro globalization processes
impact individual lives from the spread of scientific discourse to which jobs are more or less likely to be offshored
the author presents a clear image of the big globalization picture by skillfully exploring piece by piece a myriad of
globalization topics debates theories and empirical data compelling chapters on theory global civil society
democracy cities religion institutions sports education and health care along with three chapters on global
challenges help readers develop a broad understanding of key topics and issues throughout the text the author
encourages readers to relate their personal experiences to globalization processes allowing for a more meaningful
and relevant learning experience
Cities in Globalization 2004 covering an exhaustive range of information about the five boroughs the first edition
of the encyclopedia of new york city was a success by every measure earning worldwide acclaim and several
awards for reference excellence and selling out its first printing before it was officially published but much has
changed since the volume first appeared in 1995 the world trade center no longer dominates the skyline a
billionaire businessman has become an unlikely three term mayor and urban regeneration chelsea piers the high
line dumbo williamsburg the south bronx the lower east side has become commonplace to reflect such innovation
and change this definitive one volume resource on the city has been completely revised and expanded the revised
edition includes 800 new entries that help complete the story of new york from air train to e zpass from september
11 to public order the new material includes broader coverage of subject areas previously underserved as well as
new maps and illustrations virtually all existing entries spanning architecture politics business sports the arts and
more have been updated to reflect the impact of the past two decades the more than 5 000 alphabetical entries
and 700 illustrations of the second edition of the encyclopedia of new york city convey the richness and diversity of
its subject in great breadth and detail and will continue to serve as an indispensable tool for everyone who has even
a passing interest in the american metropolis
The 1964-1965 New York World's Fair 2000 this exciting collection of original essays provides students and
professionals with an international and comparative examination of changes in global cities revealing a growing
pattern of social and spatial division or polarization
New York City's Financial District in Vintage Postcards 2010-03-13 if good design tells the truth writes robert grudin
in this path breaking book on esthetics and authority poor design tells a lie a lie usually related to the getting or
abusing of power from the ornate cathedrals of renaissance europe to the much maligned ford edsel of the late
1950s all products of human design communicate much more than their mere intended functions design holds both
psychological and moral power over us and these forces may be manipulated however subtly to surprising effect in
an argument that touches upon subjects as seemingly unrelated as the japanese tea ceremony italian mannerist
painting and thomas jefferson s monticello plantation grudin turns his attention to the role of design in our daily
lives focusing especially on how political and economic powers impress themselves on us through the built
environment although architects and designers will find valuable insights here grudin s intended audience is not
exclusively the trained expert but all those who use designs and live within them every day
The Brave, a Story of New York City's Firefighters 2007 since the late 1970s the role of key world cities such as los
angeles new york and london as centres of global control and co ordination has come under increasing scrutiny this
book provides an overview and critique of work on the global context of metropolitan growth world city formation
and the theory it has generated suggesting post imperialism as the most appropriate framework for analysis the
author demonstrates the extent to which urban and regional development both in britain and elsewhere were linked
to a colonial mode of production and highlights the effects of its disappearance against this background the author
charts the transformation of london from imperial capital in the nineteenth and early twentieth centuries to world
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city in the capitalist world economy of today
New York City's Chinese Community 2013-08-01 the story of new york s west side no longer stars the sharks
and the jets instead it s a story of urban transformation cultural shifts and an expanding contemporary art scene
the chelsea gallery district has become new york s most dominant neighborhood for contemporary art and the
streets of the west side are filled with gallery owners art collectors and tourists developments like the high line
historical preservation projects like the gansevoort market the chelsea galleries and plans for megaprojects like the
hudson yards development have redefined what is now being called the far west side of manhattan david halle and
elisabeth tiso offer a deep analysis of the transforming district in new york s new edge and the result is a new
understanding of how we perceive and interpret culture and the city in new york s gallery district from individual
interviews with gallery owners to the behind the scenes politics of preservation initiatives and megaprojects the
book provides an in depth account of the developments obstacles successes and failures of the area and the factors
that have contributed to them
Globalization 2010-12-01 based on the most up to date research this book explores the many unique geographical
qualities and resources that have helped make new york state a leader in business and industry this fascinating
book traces the history of the state s economy from the native americans to the colonial occupation by the dutch to
the development of factories and infrastructure that make new york the flourishing hub it is today this helpful
resource features primary source documents photographs and maps from new york s history show how economic
activities have shaped new york state
The Encyclopedia of New York City 2011-07-18 this book provides an up to date introduction to the important
and growing field of urban anthropology this is an increasingly critical area of study as more than half of the world s
population now lives in cities and anthropological research is increasingly done in an urban context exploring
contemporary anthropological approaches to the urban the authors consider how can we define urban anthropology
what are the main themes of twenty first century urban anthropological research what are the possible future
directions in the field the chapters cover topics such as urban mobilities place making and public space production
and consumption politics and governance these are illustrated by lively case studies drawn from a diverse range of
urban settings in the global north and south accessible yet theoretically incisive introducing urban anthropology will
be a valuable resource for anthropology students as well as of interest to those working in urban studies and
related disciplines such as sociology and geography
Globalizing Cities 1980 asian american literature abounds with complex depictions of american cities as spaces
that reinforce racial segregation and prevent interactions across boundaries of race culture class and gender
however in cities of others xiaojing zhou uncovers a much different narrative providing the most comprehensive
examination to date of how asian american writers both celebrated and overlooked depict urban settings zhou goes
beyond examining popular portrayals of chinatowns by paying equal attention to life in other parts of the city her
innovative and wide ranging approach sheds new light on the works of chinese filipino indian japanese korean and
vietnamese american writers who bear witness to a variety of urban experiences and reimagine the american city
as other than a segregated nation space drawing on critical theories on space from urban geography ecocriticism
and postcolonial studies zhou shows how spatial organization shapes identity in the works of sui sin far bienvenido
santos meena alexander frank chin chang rae lee karen tei yamashita and others she also shows how the everyday
practices of asian american communities challenge racial segregation reshape urban spaces and redefine the
identity of the american city from a reimagining of the nineteenth century flaneur figure in an asian american
context to providing a framework that allows readers to see ethnic enclaves and american cities as mutually
constitutive and transformative zhou gives us a provocative new way to understand some of the most important
works of asian american literature
Congressional Record 2010-04-20 spirituality in nursing standing on holy ground fifth edition explores the
relationship between spirituality and the practice of nursing from a variety of perspectives including nursing
assessment of patients spiritual needs the nurse s role in the provision of spiritual care the spiritual nature of the
nurse patient relationship the spiritual history of the nursing profession contemporary interest in spirituality within
the nursing profession this fifth edition includes a new chapter titled prayer in nursing which includes information on
topics such as the history of prayer in nursing finding time for prayer in nursing prayer and nursing practice and the
ethics of praying with patients a second new chapter titled the spirituality of caring a sacred covenant model of
caring for nursing practice explores the history of spirituality in nurse caregiving and spiritual concepts in nursing
theories of caring a concept analysis of nurses caring as a sacred covenant includes the sacred covenant model of
caring for nursing practice a model for clinical practice developed by the author
Design And Truth 2015-03-27 cities have become the major habitat for human societies they are also the places
where the starkest social inequalities show up income social land and housing inequalities shape the built
environment and living conditions of different neighborhoods of cities and in return unequal access to services
environmental quality and favorable health conditions in different neighborhoods and cities fuel the reproduction of
interpersonal inequalities this book examines how inequalities are produced and reproduced both within and
between cities in particular we review land rent and social segregation theories from diverse disciplinary references
and through examples taken from around the world the attraction of urban centralities which is further reinforced
by the growing financialization of property and urban capital is also analyzed through the lens of its influence on
rent seeking mechanisms and the ever increasing pressure of population migration
Global Cities 2014-12-09 rich in historical sociological and economic detail a new way to look at the ascendancy and
growth of america s most important city civil engineering with its maritime links across the oceans along the
atlantic coast and inland to the midwest and new england manhattan became a global city and home to the world s
busiest port it was a world of docks ships tugboats and ferries filled with cargo and freight a place where millions of
immigrants entered the promised land in waterfront manhattan kurt c schlichting tells the story of the manhattan
waterfront as a struggle between public and private control of new york s priceless asset from colonial times until
after the civil war the city ceded control of the waterfront to private interests excluding the public entirely and
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sparking a battle between shipping companies the railroads and ferries for access to the waterfront in the second
half of the nineteenth century the city of new york regained control of the waterfront but a whirlwind of forces
beyond the control of either public or private interests technological change in the form of the shipping container
and the jet airplane devastated the city s maritime world the city slowly and painfully recovered visionaries
reimagined the waterfront and today the island is almost completely surrounded by parkland the world of piers and
longshoremen gone replaced by luxury housing and tourist attractions waterfront manhattan is an impressive
narrative which is sure to shed light on this underappreciated aspect of new york city history global maritime
history an important book there is much to ponder on the future of new york city s harbor journal of american
history
New York's New Edge 2014-07-15 americans honor the flag with a fervor seen in few other countries the stars and
stripes decorate american homes and businesses wave over sports events and funerals and embellish everything
from politicians lapels to the surface of the moon but what does the flag mean in capture the flag historian woden
teachout reveals that it has held vastly different meanings over time it has been claimed by both the right and left
by racists and revolutionaries by immigrants and nativists in tracing the political history of the flag from its origins
in the american revolution through the present day teachout demonstrates that the shifting symbolism of the flag
reveals a broader shift in the definition of american patriotism a story of a nation in search of itself capture the flag
offers a probing account of the flag that has become america s icon
New York's Economic Growth 2015-10-30 a guide for facilitating discussions about socially divisive issues for
students educators business managers and community leaders
Introducing Urban Anthropology 2004 people base thousands of choices across a lifetime on the views they hold of
their skill and moral character yet a growing body of research in psychology shows that such self views are often
misguided or misinformed anyone who has dealt with others in the classroom in the workplace in the medical office
or on the therapist s couch has probably experienced people whose opinions of themselves depart from the
objectively possible this book outlines some of the common errors that people make when they evaluate
themselves it also describes the many psychological barriers some that people build by their own hand that prevent
individuals from achieving self insight about their ability and character the first section of the book focuses on
mistaken views of competence and explores why people often remain blissfully unaware of their incompetence and
personality flaws the second section focuses on faulty views of character and explores why people tend to perceive
they are more unique and special than they really are why people tend to possess inflated opinions of their moral
fiber that are not matched by their deeds and why people fail to anticipate the impact that emotions have on their
choices and actions the book will be of great interest to students and researchers in social personality and cognitive
psychology but through the accessibility of its writing style it will also appeal to those outside of academic
psychology with an interest in the psychological processes that lead to our self insight
The State of the World's Cities 2014-12-01 independent scholar falk analyzes the genesis of islamic terror from
many standpoints including religious cultural historical political social economic and above all psychological drawing
on his training as a clinical psychologist falk s writings specialize in psychohistory and political psychology here he
examines topics including infantile experience and adult terrorism the meaning of terror terrorists and their
mothers narcissistic rage and islamic terror and whether terrorists are normal people as some scholars claim he
also describes the infantile development of terrorist pathology non psychoanalytic theories of terrorism
globalization s effect on terrorism and the notion of the clash of civilizations other topics addressed in this reader
friendly analysis include history s first islamic terrorists and three important cases two recent deadly terrorists and
a primary figure in our current war on terror independent scholar falk analyzes the genesis of islamic terror from
many standpoints including religious cultural historical political social economic and above all psychological drawing
on his training as a clinical psychologist falk s writings specialize in psychohistory and political psychology here he
examines topics including infantile experience and adult terrorism the meaning of terror terrorists and their
mothers narcissistic rage and islamic terror and whether terrorists are normal people as some scholars claim he
also describes the infantile development of terrorist pathology non psychoanalytic theories of terrorism
globalization s effect on terrorism and the notion of the clash of civilizations examining the emotional structure of
traditional muslim families falk shows us the muslim child s ambivalence toward his or her parents ways in which
muslims abuse women and children and the roots of muslim rage and why all of that plays into the development of
future terrorism other topics addressed in this reader friendly analysis include history s first islamic terrorists and
three important cases two recent deadly terrorists and a primary figure in our current war on terror the central idea
throughout the book is that a person s attitude toward terror and terrorism as well as whether he or she becomes a
murderous terrorist or even who wages a global war on terror has much to do with that person s own terrifying
experiences in infancy and childhood such terror usually experienced first in the earliest interactions with the
mother is symbolically expressed as falk shows in fairy tales and myths about terrifying witches and female
monsters further terror may be experienced in the relationship with the father and also in various other traumatic
ways it is these early terrors when extreme and uncontrollable that most often produce terrorists and wars on terror
falk argues thus his book focuses on the conscious but also on the irrational and unconscious causes of terrorism
Cities of Others 2012 america s cities celebrated by poets courted by politicians castigated by social reformers in
their numbers and complexity they challenge comprehension why is urban america the way it is eric monkkonen
offers a fresh approach to the myths and the history of us urban development giving us an unexpected and
welcome sense of our urban origins his historically anchored vision of our cities places topics of finance housing
social mobility transportation crime planning and growth into a perspective which explains the present in terms of
the past and ofers a point from which to plan for the future this title is part of uc press s voices revived program
which commemorates university of california press s mission to seek out and cultivate the brightest minds and give
them voice reach and impact drawing on a backlist dating to 1893 voices revived makes high quality peer reviewed
scholarship accessible once again using print on demand technology this title was originally published in 1988 with
a paperback in 1990
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Prologue 2014 an overview of the forms of agency in urban climate politics including their strengths limitations
and the power dynamics between them written by renowned scholars from around the globe it is ideal for
researchers and practitioners working in the area of urban climate politics and governance
Spirituality in Nursing 2022-06-01 this excellent book highlights all aspects of the analysis and design of
buildings subject to impact explosion and fire it is a definitive reference book and contains 10 chapters from a wide
international prospective three dimensional finite element and discrete element techniques are included they are
applied to buildings such as the world trade center wtc twin towers and the federal building in oklahoma on the
basis of the designers drawings data and other information many small case studies are also included the book has
a comprehensive bibliography and a large appendix providing background analysis and computer subroutines of
recently developed programs
Cities at the Heart of Inequalities 2018-05-13
Waterfront Manhattan 2009-05-26
Capture the Flag 2014-06-01
Intellectual Empathy 1995
State and Local Responses to Terrorism 2012-10-12
Self-Insight 2008-07-30
Islamic Terror 2024-07-26
America Becomes Urban 1999
Racial and Ethnic Tensions in American Communities 2019-05-09
Urban Climate Politics 2005-12-16
Explosion-Resistant Buildings
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